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Abstract

Visual rehabilitation therapy (VRT) is one of the most important and difficult post stroke rehabilitation component that
can considerably improve the quality of patient's life. There are also evidences that VRT contribute to a better motor
recuperation, by offering a support for spatial and temporal orientation due to process of motor activity recuperation.
Visual rehabilitation methods can be classified into the following groups: Visual Substitution Therapy, Visual Scanning
Training (VST), Audio-Visual Scanning Training (AViST) and Vision Restoration Training (VRT). Even the evaluation
of the results of training methods have an important subjective component, being assessed by various questionnaires,
there are continues improving of these methods designed to achieve better results in post stroke rehabilitation therapy.
Understanding the anatomical support and psysiological background of the visual process in brain networks, and also,
the pathophysiology of visual function impairment after stroke, could be a good support for an personalized
rehabilitation therapy adapted to each patient. This paper is aimed to emphasise the main methods of vision
rehabilitation therapy in order to offer to the post stroke rehabilitation team an instrument for their day by day activities
designed to improve the quality of life for stroke surviving patients.
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Introduction
The World Health Organization (WHO) provides a
specific definition for low vision as follows:
impairment of visual function even after standard
correction of refractive errors or specific treatments
(medical or surgical) with visual acuity less than 6/18
(3/10 on Snellen chart assessment) or a visual field
with concentric reduction at less than 10 degree from
the fixation point, or the inability to use the vision for
daily tasking execution or planning activities (1,2).
According with WHO, visual disability classified by
visual acuity grade can be represented by three
categories: 1: moderate visual impairment (VA
between 3/10 and 1/10), 2: severe visual impairment
(VA between 1/10 and 1/20), 3: blindness (VA <
1/20) (1). According with visual field (VF) defect
there are: moderate visual impairment (VA field
restricted between 10 and 20 degrees), severe visual
impairment (VF restricted between 10 and 5 degrees),
and blindness (VF restricted to less than 5 degrees (1).
According with orientation and mobility ability that
is subjective, but influencing daily activities, there are
also moderate impairment of vision when the patient
is able to localize and avoid obstacles, severe visual
impairment when the activity is restricted with aids,
and blindness when the visual orientation is

unreliable (patient is orientating by hearing) (1). One
of the most important visual impairment is
consequently to stroke, both ischemic or hemorrhagic
stroke can lead to visual disabilities. Visual
impairment after stroke is a frequent consequence in
surviving patients and can affect approximately 60%
of the patients (3). Where visual problems existed in
patient's history, there is possible not to be
immediately recognized as part of the stroke
syndrome and attributed to other causes such are
migraine with aura , where the visual disturbances can
precede the migraine pain, due to their common
pathophysiological pathways, or hypertensive crisis
(4,5). Visual impairment can consists in visual field
loss, double vision, nystagmus, blurred vision
(usually on the same side with motor deficit)
perceptual and psychological problems (6). The
visual system disorders are close related to stroke
topography (7). The stroke survival patients are also
complaining of dry eyes, symptom related to their age
or to the lack of attention to a proper treatment of eye
dryness (8). The consequences of impairing of visual
function can be very various, from loosing of
confidence due to increased risk for falls and
accidents with trauma, to increased rehabilitation
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pathways are complementary in environmental
perception and essential for a spatial and temporal
integration of the motor function (11,13). According
with visual field impairment there are several lesions
that can result in specific changes of visual field
assessed by perimetry: unilateral defects as are
centro-cecal scotoma that can result from retinal
ganglion cells lesions (papillo-macular bundle area),
or amblyopia that can result from interruption of the
neural connections between the eye and the visual
pathways from various causes including intraorbitar
and prechiasmatic segment of the optic nerve (14,15).
Hemianoptic, quadrianoptic and altitudinal defects
that result from chiasmatic and post chismatic lesions
of the visual pathways including occipital cortex (16).
Visual integration disorders, associated with stroke,
consist in failure of the visual cortical areas to process
the visual information and can be classified as follow:
alexia without agraphia associated with lesions of the
corpus callosum (splenium) that connects the right
occipital lobe and angular gyrus (patients in this
situation are not able to read and failure to resolve
their deficit by spectacle prescription) (17) ; visual
agnosia that can be perceptive visual agnosia (the
objects are not recognized and are associated with
bilateral parieto-occipital lesions) and associative
visual agnosia (where the visual perception of the
objects can' t be associated with any visual experience
or object memory) (18) ; Gertsmann syndrome
represented by finger agnosia associated with rightleft disorientation, agraphia and acalculia that occur
dominance hemisphere lesions (inferior parietal lobe
- angular gyrus) (19) ; colour agnosia associated with
temporal associative cortex lesions (20).
Visual rehabilitation therapy can be supported by
some residual structures that are typically spared by
the damage: island of better vision in the blind field,
visual field borders (at the level of visual field
impairment), extrastriatal pathways spared by the
damage, perilesional spared tissue and some high
level neuronal networks preservation (15).
Visual rehabilitation methods
Patient’s ability to perform visual tasks and potential
benefits of rehabilitation are needed to be estimated
before the decision to apply the visual rehabilitation
therapy. Influencing factors as hearing loss, cognitive
troubles, tremor, sensory or motor deficit and
depressive syndrome are also need to be identified
(21,22).

difficulties. Impact of visual problems on the quality
of life after stroke it is also considerable (8). There
are also serious difficulties to adapt to this new
situation and despite of the patients efforts to reduce
the visual impairment (by using a magnification
glass, changing their posture, increasing light
intensity or changing the distance to the visual target)
they are often unable to increase the visual comfort
by themselves. This article is designed to analyze the
importance of identify the visual impairments
consequently to a stroke, in surviving patients, and to
systematize the patients clinical approaching, in order
to improve their neurological rehabilitation. The aim
of this paper is to enhance the main neurophysiologic
processes that are the basis of visual perception and
the most important rehabilitation therapies that can
contribute to visual rehabilitation in stroke patients.
Neurophysiologic basis of vision and associated
deficits
The human visual pathways that are implicated in
perception, transmission and processing of the visual
information are still under the study and the
organizational principles within this region are not yet
well understood. The integrity of visual pathways
contribute to a correct decisional activity and
constitute an important guidance for motor activity,
properly integrated in time and space. Despite of the
classical pattern of visual information transmission
from retina to the occipital cortex, through the visual
pathways via reticulo-geniculo route, there are
alternative pathways for visual information
transmissions that play an important role for vision
rehabilitation due to neuroplasticity phenomenon (9).
Modern neuroimaging
techniques including
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and
diffusion tensor MRI and fibre tractography (DTI)
support the existence of an important circuitry for
visual perception of words, colours, forms and faces
in occipito-temporal cortex (10). There are other
visual association cortex that contains a large number
of specialized visual areas as are V4 specialized for
colour perception or V5 area specialized for motion
perception (11). Mainly, the information that are
transmitted through extrastriatal cortex are directed
along two pathways: ventral pathways (for forms
recognition and colours), involving inferior temporal
cortex and dorsal pathways (for spatial aspects),
involving parietal cortex (12). This is highly relevant
in understanding brain capacity to recover visual
function in patients with brain lesions. These two
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resulting in maximum rehabilitation. Prism
prescription and orthoptic exercises designed to
diplopia are only for visual comfort improvement but
are also important for patient rehabilitation.
Visual Scanning Training is mostly addressed to
compensatory mechanism of visual rehabilitation and
consists in three types of exercise designed for
compensatory pathways training : the first type of
exercise based on visual search in which patients have
to find one or more targets among distracters, second
type based on finding a specific target that is not
surrounded by distracters, and the third type when the
targets are presented on the horizontal axes and the
participants are making large and fast movements
towards the target (30). Recent studies showed that
VST applied to the patients with homonymous
hemianopsia, due to postchiasmatic lesions, can
specifically improves detection of peripheral visual
stimuli and avoiding obstacles when moving around
during mobility-related activities (31). Orientation
difficulties after hemianoptic lesions have two
different approach: rehabilitation of the deficitary
visual field by visual stimulations and explorative eye
movements in the direction of the hemianoptic field
(32). Cerebral perception of visual information in
cortical areas can be also affected, therefore, visual
rehabilitation in hemianopsia can require and
multidisciplinary team approaching (neurology and
ophthalmology specialists) (32). Visual rehabilitation
in visual field defect depends on surviving neurons
and their topography on visual pathways and cortical
area. Perceptual learning and receptive field plasticity
also play an important role in vision restoration (33).
Efficiency of VST is also in accordance with reaction
time improvements, that indicate that the plasticity of
temporal processing information can also contribute
to a better rehabilitation of the vision (34). Functional
imaging studies of the brain activity previous and
after VST demonstrate the potential role of plasticity
in vision rehabilitation therapy. The exact mechanism
of this effect is still unknown, and evidence of visual
improvement are only based on visual field
assessment and subjective questionnaires. Despite
that, a significant percentage of the patients reported
a subjective improvement in daily activities, that is an
important factor for life quality improvement (35).
Mueller et al reported a notable subjective
improvement in 70.9% of the patients, improvement
that were independent of the lesion etiology and age,
with most benefits for the patients older than 65 years

Visual rehabilitation methods can be adressed to the
central vision restoration, peripheral field restoration
or the restoration of the vision due to hemianopia
(23). According with the topography of the lesions,
focal lesions are associated mainly with hemianoptic
or sectorial defect and the lesions are represented
mainly by stroke, since peripheral/central field
defects are mainly associated with multifocal lesions
due to diseases as is multiple sclerosis (24). Since
multiple sclerosis has a pattern of demyelisation or
remyelisation, that are cyclic processes, it is difficult
to assess vision restoration therapies because the
disease itself is naturally associated in evolution with
spontaneous
visual
rehabilitation
due
to
remyelisation process. Therefore, permanent lesions
produced in ischemic conditions, are the situation
where the visual restoration techniques can contribute
to the improvements in visual function. Visual
rehabilitation methods follow 2 concepts represented
by restoration of visual function and compensation
of the classical pathways of visual system with
alternative pathways and cortical areas (25).
Compensatory and restorative approaches have
become intensive studied in recent researches
because of the continued expansion of studies that
reported plastic reorganization in the human visual
system (26).Visual rehabilitation methods can be
classified into the following groups: Visual
Substitution Therapy, Visual Scanning Training
(VST), Audio-Visual Scanning Training (AViST)
and Vision Restoration Training (VRT) (25,27). The
last method of rehabilitation, even if has the largest
potential, is the most controversial. However, there
are several factors that can impair visual
rehabilitation therapies: fewer functional neurons in
residual structures spared by the damage, less
physiological functionality of these structures
compared with main visual pathways, and failure to
correct visual acuity by spectacles due to other
concomitant eye conditions associated with patient
age, as are optic nerve ischemia or age related
macular degeneration (28).
Visual Substitution Therapy include refraction errors
correction, prisms prescription, orthoptic exercises,
low vision aids, and advice (29). Refraction error
correction it is an important step towards the better
visual acuity that is an essential contributor for the
other rehabilitation methods applied to the patients. If
the visual acuity is not the best possible after
spectacle prescription, other training methods are not
19

audio and visual stimuli were aliniated in the same
direction and were spatially closed (41). The visual
function restoration is possible due to remapping
processes of the cortex operating in higher-level
visual perception areas of the parietal cortex offering
a visual integration in time and space of the rapid
successive of foveal retinal images and ensuring the
environmental orientation by the spatial perception of
the target (42). If the visual stimulus is associated
with acoustic stimulus, the remapping process is
enhanced due to cross-modal spatial integration
between auditory and visual inputs that is an
important phenomenon in space perception (41,42).
The explanation of the improvements due to AudioVisual Scanning Training technique is not yet
completely understood some studies suggesting that
multisensory integration and cross modal attention
take place in different cortical areas that deserve
visual function, while others show the involvement of
early sensory specific areas (25). There are also
studies that reported that multisensory cortical
integration and attention are interacting, and are
related to the lesion topography (43).
Vision Restoration Training. One of the most
important component for visual function restoration
is the improvement of visual stimuli discrimination
together with the improvement of the ability to
perceive various light intensity attributed to visual
stimuli. Long term training (6 month of daily training)
can improve the luminance sensitivity improvements
in trained patients and perception area (44).
Compensation and restoration are different forms of
visual rehabilitation, and the difference between them
consists in their different pathophysiological
mechanisms: compensation is designed to recruit the
alternative visual pathways and brain visual
perception areas and restoration consist in stimulation
of partially injured visual areas. Both of the process
involve neuronal plasticity even there are serious
controversies about the real possibility of restoration
mechanism (45).
Consequences of vision rehabilitation therapy
In general terms, Visual Restoration Training aim at
improving the magnitude of visual function, while
Visual Scanning Training
and Audio-Visual
Scanning Training compensate for the visual field
loss (25). While substantial spontaneous recovery can
occur in the first few weeks to months brain lesions,
cortical blind defects tend to become stable and
permanent in a high percent of the patients (44). Most

and for the patients who had a preservation of larger
areas of residual function at baseline (35). Their
results were validated by visual field assessment at
baseline and at the end of therapy and by
questionnaires (36). More complex training by this
technique consist in daily training in a driving
simulator where the patients are able to develop
saccadic eye movements as a compensatory
mechanisms, for a better localisation of the target in
space and time, because the stimuli succession are
more rapid and the patient have to focus on their
presentation (37). Therefore, saccadic behaviour can
constitute and important phenomenon that can be
trained in order to rehabilitate the visual field in
patients with hemianopia. Combined with immediate
visualization of gaze behaviour the method provide a
feedback mechanism for a better treatment strategy.
Clinical research in this area can improve the
understanding of the pathophysiological mechanisms
that are on the basis of visual improvement by VST,
and eventually can contribute to scientific
improvements of the method.
Audio-Visual Scanning Training
(multisensory
stimulation training) consists in audio-visual
stimulation toward the visual field defect and is
considered to be based on stimulation of superior
colliculus that is an important central nervous system
structure involved in initiation and execution of
saccades. The mechanism underlying on this process
is not entirely known but is leading to improvement
of the accuracy and searching time during the visual
exploration (38). Furthermore, gradually decreasing
of the temporal interval between acoustic stimulation
and visual stimulation by a visual target, was reported
to improve the visual restoration after 1 month of
therapy, 4 h a day, with a long lasting results, for those
who had audio-visual stimulation, compared with the
patients with only visual or audio stimulation, in
hemianoptic patients. This showed that multimodal
sensory stimulation can improve visual restoration
therapy in patients with brain lesions (39). Besides of
the visual field improvements in patients with
hemianopsia due to brain lesions, there are a studies
that demonstrated that audio-visual stimulation
therapy can be also useful in patients with
visuospatial attention deficit as are patients with
neglect, improving multisensory integration. Audiovisual stimulation was failed to show an improvement
in patients who presented both deficits (hemianopsia
and neglect) (40,41). The results were better if the
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adapted to every patient situation and also has to be
multidisciplinary. Visual rehabilitation is necessary
to be aimed on the improvement of patient's daily life
after stoke and constitute a gold target for clinicians
who contribute to stroke rehabilitation. Early
diagnosis of visual disabilities can substantial
improve functional ability and other general aspects
in stroke survivors. Post stroke rehabilitation is a
activity of a multidisciplinary training that can offer a
better social and psychological integration for the
surviving patients.
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